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Abstract: The characteristics of public-private partnerships (PPPs) determine that renegotiation is
inevitable. Moreover, the strategic choice of the government and investors during renegotiation is
critical for the project to continue. Previous studies suggested that the government’s
decision-making mistakes and investors’ opportunism during renegotiation are the significant
reasons for project failures. However, most of the research focused on the behavioral decision of
one party while few have applied evolutionary game theory to study the mutual influence of the
strategy choices of both parties involved. To address this issue, this paper established an
evolutionary game model of the government’s and investors’ renegotiation strategies, and
analyzed the evolutionary stability strategy and related parameters. The results showed that the
government’s selection of strategy is based on two values, i.e., the buyback cost and the difference
between subsidy cost and the expected social benefit of the project in the future. The higher the
expected social benefit, the higher the probability that the government chooses to maintain the
project. Besides, investors’ strategy is mainly determined by speculative net benefit and financial
status. The probability of investors’ opportunism is positively correlated with the speculative net
benefit and negatively correlated with the project benefit of non-opportunism. In addition,
cooperative benefits created by reasonable participation in the project will effectively restrict
opportunistic behaviors, and the interactive behavior of both game players will move toward the
optimal portfolio strategy. This study can provide relevant management suggestions for avoiding
excessive subsidies and restraining opportunistic behaviors, which are conducive to the
sustainable development of PPP projects.
Keywords: public-private partnerships (PPPs); renegotiation; evolutionary game; asymmetric
information; strategy choice

1. Introduction
Public-private partnerships (PPPs) have been continuously and extensively applied in the field
of infrastructure, and become one of the most popular and essential governance structures to
provide public infrastructure or services [1,2]. With the standardization of PPP mode, most of the
projects will gradually transform from the financing and construction phases to its operation.
Therefore, the research will be more focused on solving various complex problems in the process of
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projects, which can promote the sustainable development of PPPs and ensure the long-term
sustainable operation of the projects [3–6]; one of these issues is renegotiation.
Concession agreements are typically incomplete contracts because PPP projects usually have
long-term concessions, large-scale investments, and complicated contract relationships [5,7].
Therefore, the government and investors cannot include all possible events into the contracts at the
initial stage of cooperation. When the conflict and contradiction escalate, all stakeholders will adjust
the contract terms through renegotiation [8]. In consequence, renegotiation often occurs in the
process of PPP projects, and its existence is necessary, especially for some with significant
uncertainties, where the value of the terms with appropriate flexibility that allow renegotiation may
exceed the transaction cost of renegotiation.
However, there has been serious information asymmetry in PPP projects, which enable
investors to act opportunistically in renegotiations of PPPs [9]. Case statistics showed that the
proportion of renegotiation initiated by the private sector was much higher than that initiated by
the government, which led to the contract terms moving in the private sector’s favor [10], and the
social benefits were relatively low. If the private sector wishes to renegotiate, it can choose to
reduce investment and efficiency, which will affect the overall social efficiency and return of the
project but will increase the benefits of the private sector [11]. In addition, if the private sector
selected in the initial stage has a low management capacity, in order to ensure its benefits, it will
urge the government to renegotiate and also increase the probability of renegotiation in the later
stage [12]. For the government, excessive subsidies will not only harm the public interest but also
affect social credibility.
Moreover, according to the statistical analysis of China’s renegotiation cases [13], the
renegotiation results in two main categories, withdrawal of social capital and adjustment of
investment return mechanism. Withdrawing social capital before the original expiry date of the
contract results in the early termination of PPP projects [14], realized in the form of the buyback.
The adjustment of the return mechanism is mainly in the form of government subsidies. When a
PPP project is in distress, the government and private partners have to decide to renegotiate
contract terms or terminate the projects [15]. In practice, the government usually maintains the
project through renegotiation with investors in order to prevent the failure of the project, which
may lead to the financial burden of excessive subsidies and the severe opportunistic behavior of
investors. Continuous renegotiation and massive public financial guarantee will lead to a large
number of public resources being used to make up for the losses of the private sector in PPP
projects. Therefore, in order to find the optimal strategy and maximize the returns, evaluating the
payoffs of renegotiation against early termination for stakeholders is essential [15,16].
In general, the outcome of the renegotiation determined whether the project should proceed,
but most studies focus on one aspect of renegotiation and few on the reasons for the different
outcomes. At the same time, investors’ opportunism will have an impact on the direction of the
renegotiation. Besides, there is insufficient research on the internal mechanism between investors’
opportunistic behavior and the government’s corresponding strategy selection, including the
mutual influence of both parties’ behavioral decisions. Therefore, the objective of this research is to
explore the strategy selection during renegotiation and reveal the evolutionary mechanism of
renegotiation’s results to develop measures to control opportunism and avoid excessive subsidies.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a systematic literature review on renegotiation
of PPP projects is presented. In Section 3, the reason for choosing evolutionary game model is
elaborated. In Section 4, the assumptions are explained, and the evolutionary game model of the
renegotiation strategy between the government and investors is described. Section 5 focuses on the
equilibrium analysis of the evolutionary game and the impact of factors on stable strategies. In
Section 6, a numerical simulation is presented based on the model in Section 4. Finally, Sections 7
and 8 draw discussion and conclusions.
2. Literature Review
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Renegotiations are normal nowadays. According to the statistics of PPP projects in major Latin
American countries and regions, the renegotiation rate of 307 transportation and water projects was
61% and 87% by 2004, and the data showed that the renegotiation rate increased gradually with the
progress of the projects [17]. Due to the incompleteness of PPP contracts [18,19], renegotiation is
necessary, and there has been a large amount of literature concerning the rationality of PPP
renegotiation. Domingues and Zlatkovic [20] proved that an effective communication mechanism
and good governance relationship can promote the positive effect of renegotiation through the case
study of PPP projects in Europe. Yin and Wang [21] indicated that PPP contracts allowing reasonable
renegotiation can provide a risk release mechanism for PPP projects, which is conducive to the
maintenance of project value. In general, it is necessary to permit stakeholders to initiate
renegotiation under certain conditions, rather than design the contract as carefully as possible to
prevent renegotiation.
On the dark side of renegotiation, the most concentrated problem is opportunism under
information asymmetry. Cruz and Marques [22] indicated that the probability of renegotiating
increased with the size of the concession as well as with the lack of regulation when contracts were
signed. Furthermore, Albalate and Bel [23] indicated that the high occurrence of renegotiation would
have a significant impact on the efficiency of PPP projects. As for the influence of opportunism, Ho
et al. [24] analyzed the transaction cost of opportunism in PPP projects and divided opportunism
into two categories, ex-ante inefficiency, and ex-post inefficiency. Opportunistic bidding distorts
true information and misleads the government in making the wrong decision to award a project,
often leading to early termination after the project is awarded, or seeking government assistance
through renegotiation. In the process of project construction and operation, investors’ inefficiency
includes shirking behaviors, high monitoring cost, and financial distress, which may directly lead to
project failure due to information asymmetry and bounded rationality.
An overview of previous literature shows that frequent renegotiation, and early termination
was considered as the failure of the project [25,26], and various trigger factors were analyzed in
order to avoid such a situation. Song et al. [27] analyzed the reasons for the early termination based
on the case study of 23 PPP projects in China and emphasized that the early termination usually
occurred after renegotiation. The government’s decision-making error caused by information
asymmetry was the main reason for the termination of projects. Xiong et al. [28] indicated that the
high occurrence of renegotiation and early termination of PPP projects suggesting ex-post risk
management is needed and proposed a risk management model applied with risk impact
evaluation, ex-post risk response measures assessment, selection, and enforcement. Moreover,
World Bank’s statistics showed that there are 334 projects (6.85%) which were terminated early in
developing countries from 1984 to 2010 [29], and even some famous PPP projects also experienced a
renegotiation and early termination, such as Ho et al. [30], who made a detailed analysis of the
English Channel tunnel franchise’s early termination case. Therefore, as a possible outcome after
renegotiation, early termination also needs to be handled reasonably to ensure the sustainability of
the PPP mode.
There has also been some literature that focuses on limiting opportunism in renegotiation.
Russo et al. [31] developed an incentive mechanism in the renegotiation and concluded that the lack
of investors’ screening mechanism was the main reason for the high rate of renegotiation and project
termination. Moreover, to avoid unnecessary renegotiation, the critical triggers for renegotiation
were identified by Domingues and Sarmento through a case study of European transport
concessions [32]. Xiong [9] constructed a game theoretical model to study the influence of
information asymmetry on the decision-making of renegotiations in PPP projects and improved the
decision-making rules for renegotiations through eliminating information asymmetry. In short, if
the opportunistic behavior in renegotiation is not managed, the positive impact of renegotiation will
be lost, and hidden dangers will be laid for the project.
The review of the existing literature shows that renegotiation has always been an essential topic
in the research of the PPP project. First of all, reasonable renegotiation is beneficial to the
sustainability of PPP projects, but investors’ opportunism will affect the strategic selection in the
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renegotiation. Besides, the current research focuses more on opportunistic behaviors or early
termination after the failure of renegotiation but pays less attention to the various factors that lead to
different outcomes of renegotiation. Hence, the goal of this paper was to explore the evolutionary
mechanism of strategy selection, and thus to provide suggestions for the government’s
decision-making and limiting opportunism.
3. Methodology
In the research of information asymmetry of PPP projects, game theory [33–35] and
principal-agent [36,37] are the most common methods. According to the traditional game theory, the
players are completely rational [38–40], which is usually difficult to achieve in reality. With the
development of game theory, evolutionary game theory provides a practical method to solve these
problems. The advantage of evolutionary game theory is that it can be used to dynamically study the
process of multiagent behaviors’ change and observe the influence of different factors on the
behaviors’ change of different compensation subjects.
The evolutionary game has been successfully applied to economies and societies to analyze
long-term economic and trading behavior [41]. It liberates the limits of absolute rationality, which is
the hypothesis of “economic man” repeatedly emphasized in asymmetric information game theory.
Every player obtains the information of competitors through continuous trial and error, learns,
simulates and corrects behaviors, and replaces absolute rationality with bounded rationality [42]. In
recent studies, evolutionary game theory has also been used to study moral hazard in the
construction industry under asymmetric information [43], the behavioral decision-making of
stakeholders [44,45], the government subsidy mechanism of supply chain [46], and incentives for
green retrofits [47]. Therefore, for the problem of behavioral decisions in the renegotiation under
asymmetric information, the evolutionary game will better analyze the whole decision-making
process. More importantly, we want to observe the selection of renegotiation strategy under
different scenarios (instead of a specific case). Therefore, we could simulate game players’ behavior
as close to reality as possible in the evolutionary game when the case data is difficult to obtain.
Based on the discussion above, considering the bounded rationality and information
asymmetry of behavior decisions, this paper proposes an evolutionary game model of renegotiation
strategy selection. From the perspective of benefit, we analyzed the rationality of the government’s
strategy to maintain the project and the impact of investors’ opportunistic behavior on the
renegotiation consequence. The behavioral decision-making evolutionary path, stable strategies and
the critical conditions for the system to reach a stable equilibrium state are obtained. Moreover, the
key parameters affecting the player’s strategy selection are simulated numerically, so as to provide
constructive suggestions for the government on rational decision-making decisions and restrain the
opportunistic behavior of investors.
4. Evolutionary Game Model
4.1. Description of the Problem
According to relevant literature research, the renegotiation of PPP projects is generally
conducted between the government and investors. Therefore, this study sets the players of the game
as the government and investors, and the former occupies a dominant position during renegotiation
[16,31]. Hence, the government’s strategies are defined as two categories, namely, “maintain the
project” and “terminate the project”. Relatively, due to information asymmetry, the government
cannot grasp the true income of investors at this stage, and it is uncertain whether investors have an
opportunistic tendency, and investors can choose whether to use this asymmetric information to
obtain opportunistic benefits. Therefore, the investors’ strategy is divided into “opportunism” and
“non-opportunism”.
From the perspective of benefit, no matter whether the government chooses to maintain the
project or buyback, it will generate additional political costs [16], and the total amount paid will be,
therefore, higher than the amount of subsidy or buyback. When the government chooses to maintain
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the project, both parties need to analyze the future benefit of the project. Furthermore, investors’
opportunism will lead to different results. When the government chooses to terminate the project
early, investors are concerned about their financial situation at this time, and opportunism will lead
to different unrecovered costs. Therefore, for the two types of game players, the government and
investors in the renegotiation process of the PPP project, the evolutionary game model of
renegotiation strategy choices was constructed.
4.2. Assumptions
Considering what has been mentioned above, we propose the following assumptions:
Assumption 1. According to the above description of the research problem, the renegotiation is
basically between the government and investors, therefore it is assumed that only these two parties
exist in the game and they are both bounded rationally and choose strategies independently and
dynamically based on returns.
Assumption 2. Under the condition of information asymmetry, there are two strategic choices for
investors in the renegotiation stage of the PPP projects. One is to conduct reasonable renegotiation
under the condition of non-opportunism (“non-opportunism”), and the other is to take opportunistic
behavior to obtain additional benefits (“opportunism”). There are two types of government
strategies, one is to maintain the project in the form of subsidies (“maintain the project”), the other is
to terminate early, buyback the project from the original investors, and re-tender to replace the
investors (“terminate the project”).
Assumption 3. PPP projects usually have the characteristics of public goods, the government
therefore focuses more on the social benefits of the project, and the opportunistic behaviors of the
investors will lead to additional speculative income and damage the social benefits.
At the renegotiation stage, the normal benefit of the project is R0 , and the normal social benefit
of the government is S0 . When investors have opportunistic behaviors, the influence coefficient on
the government’s benefit is λ and λ < 1 . When investors adopt opportunistic behaviors, the
corresponding opportunistic cost will be generated, and the difference between opportunistic
benefit and cost is the net benefit. We suppose that the speculative net benefit obtained by investors
is ΔR .
Assumption 4. Suppose that the government needs to accept the subsidy application from the
investors when choosing to maintain the project. Both players will analyze the future benefits
and social benefits of the project, and whether or not the investors adopt opportunistic behaviors
will lead to different results.
Under such circumstances, investors will get the subsidy U , and the subsidy cost coefficient of
the government is α , and α > 1 . In the case of non-opportunism, the expected future benefit of the
project is R1 and the expected social benefit created is S1 . In the case of opportunism, the expected
future benefit of the project is R2 , and the expected social benefit is S2 . Moreover, the government
will face the risk of future frequent renegotiations if investors have taken opportunistic behaviors,
and the loss will be expressed as ΔS . Since the opportunism of investors will affect the reasonable
progress of the project, S1 > S2 and R1 > R2 are set in this paper.
Assumption 5. When the government chooses to terminate the project, the project needs to be
bought back. Whether the investors adopt opportunism will result in different unrecovered costs
at the renegotiation node.
Under such circumstances, investors will get the buyback amount N , and the government’s
buyback cost coefficient is θ , and θ > 1 . In the case of non-opportunism, the unrecovered cost of
investors is K1 , while in the case of opportunism, the unrecovered cost is K2 .
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Based on the above-mentioned five assumptions, the payoff matrix between the government
and investors on renegotiation strategy is established, as shown in Table 1.
In an evolutionary game, considering game players’ bounded rationalities, the choice of
strategy is expressed by probability. Therefore, we assume that the probability of investors choosing
non-opportunism strategy is x , and the probability of investors choosing opportunism strategy is
1 − x . Additionally, we suppose that the probability of the government choosing to maintain the
project is y , and the probability of the government choosing to terminate the project is 1 − y .
Obviously, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 , 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 .
Table 1. The payoff matrix between the government and investors.

non-opportunism (x)
Investors

opportunism (1-x)

Government
maintain the project (y)
terminate the project (1-y)
R0 + U + R1 , S0 − αU + S1
R0 + N − K 1 , S0 − θN
R0 + U + Δ R + R 2 ,
λS0 − αU − Δ S + S2

R0 + N + Δ R − K 1 , λS0 − θN

According to Table 1, the expected revenue for investors to choose the non-opportunistic
strategy is:
U11 = y ( R0 + U + R1 ) + ( 1 − y )( R0 + N − K1 ) = y U + R1 − ( N − K1 )  + R0 + N − K1

(1)

The expected revenue of investors to adopt the opportunistic strategy is:
U12 = y ( R0 + U + ΔR + R1 ) + ( 1 − y )( R0 + N + ΔR − K2 ) = y U + R2 − ( N − K2 )  + R0 + ΔR + N − K2

(2)

The average expected revenue of investors is:
U1 = xU11 + ( 1 − x )U12

(3)

Accordingly, the expected revenue for the government to choose to maintain the project is:
U21 = x ( S0 − αU + S1 ) + ( 1 − x )( λS0 − αU − ΔS + S2 ) = x S0 + S1 − ( λS0 − ΔS + S2 )  + λS0 − αU − ΔS + S2

(4)

The expected revenue for the government to choose to terminate the project is:
U 22 = x ( S0 − θN ) + ( 1 − x )( λS0 − θN ) = x ( 1 − λ ) S0 + λS0 − θN

(5)

The average expected revenue for the government is:
U 2 = yU 21 + ( 1 − y )U 22

(6)

According to the evolutionary game theory, the replication dynamic equations of the
proportion x for investors is:
F ( x) =

dx
= x (U11 − U1 ) − x ( 1 − x )  y ( R1 − R2 + K1 − K 2 ) − ( K1 + ΔR − K 2 ) 
dt

(7)

The replication dynamic equations of the proportion y for the government is:
F (y) =

dy
= y (U 21 − U 2 ) − y ( 1 − y )  x ( S1 − S2 + ΔS ) − ( αU + ΔS − θN − S2 ) 
dt

4.3. The Stability Analysis of Equilibrium Strategy

(8)
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When the replication dynamic equations equal 0, we can get the stable state of the system.
Equation (7) indicates that only when x = 0,1 or

y∗ =

K1 − K2 + ΔR
R1 − R2 + K1 − K2

does the strategy of

investors reach a local stable. Equation (8) indicates that the strategy of the government is locally
stable when y = 0,1 or x∗ =

αU + ΔS − S2 − θN
. Therefore, the system composed of Equations (7) and
S1 − S2 + ΔS

(8) has equilibrium points E1(0,0), E2(1,0), E3(0,1), E4(1,1) and E5( x∗ , y ∗ ), and when 0 < x∗ , y ∗ < 1 is
satisfied, there is an equilibrium point E5( x∗ , y ∗ ). Among them, E1, E2, E3 and E4 are the pure strategy
Nash equilibrium, and E5 is the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium.
Since the prerequisite of investors to participate in the PPP projects is that the income can reach
the balance of a financial situation, the prerequisite conditions analyzed in this paper is
R1 − R2 > K2 − K1 , i.e., the future income of the project can cover the unrecovered costs.
According to the method proposed by Friedman [48], the evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) can
be obtained through the Jacobian matrix J computational analysis of the system, namely, that if and
only if Determinant J (Det J) > 0 and Trace J (Tr J) < 0, the point has local stability. The Jacobian matrix
J is as follows:
 ∂F ( x ) ∂F ( x ) 


∂y 
 ∂x
J =

 ∂F ( y ) ∂F ( y ) 
 ∂x
∂y 

 ( 1 - 2 x ) ( R1 − R2 + K1 − K 2 ) y − ( K1 + ΔR − K 2 ) 

x ( 1 − x )( R1 − R2 + K1 − K2 )



=

y ( 1 − y )( S1 − S2 + ΔS )
1 - 2 y ) ( S1 − S2 + ΔS ) x − ( αU + ΔS − θN − S2 )  
(



(9)

Det J and Tr J calculation formulas for each point are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Determinant and Trace of Jacobian.

Equilibrium Point

Det J

(K

E1(0,0)

(R

E3(0,1)

1

1

− K 2 + ΔR ) ∗ ( S1 − αU + θN )

− R2 − ΔR ) ∗ ( αU − θN + ΔS − S2 )

( ΔR − R

E4(1,1)
E5( x∗ , y∗ )

− K1 − ΔR ) ∗ ( −αU + θN − ΔS + S2 )

2

(K

E2(1,0)

1

(K
−

1

Tr J

+ R2 ) ∗ ( αU − θN − S1 )

− K 2 + ΔR )( R1 − R2 − ΔR )
R1 − R2 + K1 − K 2

( αU + ΔS − S
∗

2

(K

2

− K1 − ΔR ) + ( −αU + θN − ΔS + S2 )

(K
(R

1

1

− K 2 + ΔR ) + ( S1 − αU + θN )

− R2 − ΔR ) + ( αU − θN + ΔS − S2 )

( ΔR − R

1

+ R2 ) + ( αU − θN − S1 )

− θN )( S1 − αU + θN )

S1 − S2 + ΔS

0

According to the Det J and Tr J of the Jacobian matrix, various equilibrium scenarios are
analyzed below. Due to the different boundary conditions, the nine scenarios can be divided into
three categories according to the different government dominant strategies for specific discussion.
Details are shown in Tables 3, 4, and 5.
In the three scenarios of Table 3, when −θN < −αU + S2 − ΔS < −αU + S1 is satisfied, the
government’s dominant strategy is to maintain the project. That is, no matter how investors choose
their strategy, the government will choose to maintain the project in the renegotiation. In other
words, the government is optimistic about the future benefit of the project, even if investors have
opportunistic behavior, but it has little impact on the reasonable progress of the project, and the
renegotiation is moving in the right direction. Therefore, it is estimated that the risk of renegotiation
in the future is small, and the buyback cost is enormous, which the government cannot afford. In the
case that the government chooses to maintain the project strategy unchanged, the strategic choice of
investors is analyzed as follows.
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In scenario 1, the investors’ dominant strategy is non-opportunism under the constraint
condition ΔR < K 2 − K1 < R1 − R2 . As the speculative net benefit ΔR is less than the difference
between the project’s future benefit under the two strategies ( R1 − R2 ), that is to say, investors’
reasonable participation in the project after the completion of the negotiation will create more value,
and taking opportunistic actions will damage the profit of the project. The evolutionary path is
shown in Figure 1a, and the ESS of the system is E4(1,1).
Table 3. Local stability analysis of the equilibrium point in scenario 1-3.

Scenarios

Constraint Conditions

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

−θN < − αU + S2 − Δ S < − αU + S1

,

ΔR < K 2 − K 1 < R1 − R2

−θN < − αU + S2 − Δ S < − αU + S1

Equilibrium Point
E1(0,0)
E2(1,0)
E3(0,1)
E4(1,1)
E5( x∗ , y∗ )

Det J
＋
－
－
＋

Tr J
＋

E1(0,0)
E2(1,0)
E3(0,1)
E4(1,1)
E5( x∗ , y∗ )

－
＋
－
＋

±

E1(0,0)
E2(1,0)
E3(0,1)
E4(1,1)
E5( x∗ , y∗ )

－
＋
＋
－

,

K 2 − K 1 < Δ R < R1 − R2

−θN < − αU + S2 − Δ S < − αU + S1

,

K 2 − K 1 < R1 − R2 < Δ R

±
±

－

＋

±

－

±

＋
－

±

Results
Unstable
Saddle
Saddle
ESS
Saddle
Unstable
Saddle
ESS
Saddle
Unstable
ESS
Saddle

In scenario 2, when K 2 − K1 < ΔR < R1 − R2 is satisfied, the speculative net benefit ΔR of the
investors cannot make up the difference of future returns, the dominant strategy is therefore
non-opportunism. Thus, the ESS of the system is E4(1,1), and the evolutionary path is shown in
Figure 1b.
In scenario 3, the investors’ dominant strategy is opportunism under the constraint condition
K 2 − K1 < R1 − R2 < ΔR , and the ESS of the system is E3(0,1). At this time, the situation is opposite to
scenario 1. The evolutionary path of scenario 3 is shown in Figure 1c

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Evolution path of different scenarios: (a) scenario 1; (b) scenario 2; (c) scenario 3.

In the three scenarios (Table 4), when −αU + S2 − ΔS < −αU + S1 < −θN is satisfied, the
government’s dominant strategy is to terminate the project. That is, regardless of the investors’
strategy, the expected benefit of maintaining the project strategy is less than the expected benefit of
terminating the project strategy. Even if the investors reasonably participate in the construction and
operation of the project, the estimated future income of the project is relatively poor, and the subsidy
cost required to rescue the failed project is exceptionally high. The detailed analysis of investors’
strategies is shown as follows.
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In scenario 4, the speculative net benefit ΔR is less than the difference between unrecovered
costs under the two strategies ( K 2 − K1 ). In other words, the ability level of investors and their
financial situation is different under different strategies. In this case, investors’ income may not
reach the expected level due to opportunistic behavior (such as winning the bid at a low price), and
the dominant strategy is therefore non-opportunism. The ESS of the system is E2 (1,0), and the
evolutionary path of scenario 4 is shown in Figure 2a.
Table 4. Local stability analysis of the equilibrium point in scenarios 4–6.

Scenarios

Constraint Conditions

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Scenario 6

− αU + S2 − Δ S < − αU + S1 < −θN

,

ΔR < K 2 − K 1 < R1 − R2

− αU + S2 − Δ S < − αU + S1 < −θN

Equilibrium Point
E1(0,0)
E2(1,0)
E3(0,1)
E4(1,1)
E5( x∗ , y∗ )

Det J
－
＋
＋
－

Tr J

E1(0,0)
E2(1,0)
E3(0,1)
E4(1,1)
E5( x∗ , y∗ )

＋
－
＋
－

－

E1(0,0)
E2(1,0)
E3(0,1)
E4(1,1)
E5( x∗ , y∗ )

＋
－
－
＋

－

,

K 2 − K 1 < Δ R < R1 − R2

− αU + S2 − Δ S < − αU + S1 < −θN

,

K 2 − K 1 < R1 − R2 < Δ R

±

－
＋

±
±

＋

±
±
±

＋

Results
Saddle
ESS
Unstable
Saddle
ESS
Saddle
Unstable
Saddle
ESS
Saddle
Saddle
Unstable

In scenarios 5 and 6, when the government decides to terminate the project since speculative net
benefit ΔR can make up the difference of unrecovered costs, the dominant strategy of the investors
is to adopt opportunistic behavior, and the ESS is E1(0,0). The evolutionary path is shown in Figures
2b and 2c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Evolution path of different scenarios: (a) scenario 4; (b) scenario 5; (c) scenario 6.

Three scenarios in Table 5 satisfy the constraint condition −αU + S2 − ΔS < −θN < −αU + S1 . This
constraint condition means that investors’ strategic choice influences the government’s strategic
choice. When investors reasonably construct and operate the project, the benefit brought by
maintaining the project will be higher, and the dominant strategy is to maintain the project.
However, when the degree of investor opportunism is relatively high, it will seriously harm the
public interests, and based on the past performance of investors, the government estimates the risk
of future negotiation is high, so it should choose to terminate the project and change investors to
avoid more significant losses.
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In scenario 7, the dominant strategy of investors is non-opportunism, and the government
therefore chooses to maintain the project, and the ESS of this system is E4 (1,1). The evolution path is
shown in Figure 3a.
Table 5. Local stability analysis of the equilibrium point in scenarios 7-9.

Scenarios
Scenario
7

Scenario
8

Scenario
9

Constraint Conditions
− αU + S2 − Δ S < −θN < − αU + S1

,

ΔR < K 2 − K 1 < R1 − R2

− αU + S2 − Δ S < −θN < − αU + S1

Equilibrium Point
E1(0,0)
E2(1,0)
E3(0,1)
E4(1,1)
E5( x∗ , y∗ )

Det J
－
－
＋
＋

Tr J

E1(0,0)
E2(1,0)
E3(0,1)
E4(1,1)
E5( x∗ , y∗ )

＋
＋
＋
＋
－
＋
＋
－
－

－
＋
＋
－

,

K 2 − K 1 < Δ R < R1 − R2

− αU + S2 − Δ S < −θN < − αU + S1

E1(0,0)
E2(1,0)
E3(0,1)
E4(1,1)
E5( x∗ , y∗ )

,

K 2 − K 1 < R1 − R2 < Δ R

±
±

＋
－

－
＋

±
±

Results
Saddle
Saddle
Unstable
ESS
ESS
Unstable
Unstable
ESS
Saddle
ESS
Unstable
Saddle
Saddle

In scenario 8, the investors’ strategy is also influenced by the government’s strategy. When the
government chooses to maintain the project, the expected benefit of the non-opportunism strategy is
higher than that of the opportunism strategy, while when the government chooses to terminate the
project, the expected benefit of the opportunism strategy is higher than the non-opportunism
strategy. Therefore, the ESS in this system of the long-term game between the two players is E1 (0,0)
and E4 (1,1), and the evolutionary trend is shown in Figure 3b.
In scenario 9, the dominant strategy of investors is opportunism, so the government chooses to
terminate the project. Hence, the ESS of this system is E1 (0,0), and the evolution path is shown in
Figure 3c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Evolution path of different scenarios: (a) scenario 7; (b) scenario 8; (c) scenario 9.

5. Analysis of Evolutionary Game Results
5.1. Pure Strategy Nash Equilibrium
According to the analysis of all the above scenarios, the strategy selection of government is
based on the relationship among −θN , −αU + S2 − ΔS and −αU + S1 . When the expected benefit of
the subsidy is greater than the expected benefit of the buyback, both players will analyze and predict
the future status of the project and believe that maintaining the project will create higher value.
When the expected benefit of the subsidy is less than the expected benefit of the buyback, the
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maintenance of the project is expected to cause a huge financial burden on the government. Even if
the termination of the project is generally regarded as the failure of the PPP projects, from the
perspective of income, timely stop loss is an effective measure to avoid a worse situation. In
particular, when the condition −αU + S2 − ΔS < −θN < −αU + S1 is satisfied, faced with the risk of
frequent future negotiations and investors’ damage to the social benefits of the project, the
government will no longer tolerate the opportunistic behavior of investors but is more inclined to
maintain the project with the right investors.
The strategy selection of the investors is based on the relationship among speculative net
benefit ( ΔR ), project future benefit difference ( R1 − R2 ), and unrecovered cost difference ( K 2 − K1 ).
When the speculative net benefit is higher than R1 − R2 and K 2 − K1 , the government’s choice of
strategy will not affect that of the investors, who will unconditionally take opportunistic behavior.
However, when the speculative net benefit is less than the difference between the two types,
investors choose non-opportunism and participate in the project reasonably to pursue more project
benefits. In particular, under the constraint condition K 2 − K1 < ΔR < R1 − R2 , the speculative net
benefit can cover the cost difference, but without opportunism, the more significant benefit of the
project will be created.
In the process of system evolution, scenarios 1, 2, and 7 can reach the evolutionary stable
strategy E4 (1,1). For investors, non-opportunism is the dominant strategy, while for government,
maintaining the project with original investors is the best result, and the optimal strategy in the real
situation is achieved at this time. The final evolutionary stable strategy in scenarios 5, 6, and 9 is E1
(0,0). Owing to the opportunistic behavior of investors, the government loses confidence in the
project, leading to the government terminating and buying back the project, and the investors
withdrawing from the project. The evolutionary stable strategy in scenario 3 is E3(0,1), the
government’s dominant strategy is maintaining the project, while investors choose to adopt
opportunistic behavior. Although this situation is acceptable to the government from the perspective
of income, inhibiting opportunism is more conducive to the healthy development of the project. In
scenario 4, the evolutionary stable strategy is E2(1,0), and the government’s dominant strategy is to
terminate the project, and the investors’ dominant strategy is non-opportunism, indicating that the
project has fallen into significant difficulties, which investors’ opportunism has little impact.
5.2. Mixed Strategy Nash Equilibrium
In scenario 8, there are two evolutionary stable strategies, and the initial strategies of both
players determine the probability of reaching both strategies. We use the area of M1 region (E1, E2, E5,
and E4) to represent the probability that the evolutionary stable strategy is E1 (opportunism,
terminate the project). Correspondingly, the area of M2 region (E2, E4, E3, and E5) represents the
probability that the evolutionary stable strategy is E4 (non-opportunism, maintain the project). M1
area is expressed by Equation (10).
M1 =

K1 − K2 + ΔR 
1 ∗
1  αU + ΔS − S2 − θN
x + y∗ = 
+

2
2
S1 − S2 + ΔS
R1 − R2 + K1 − K2 

(

)

(10)

For both players, E4 is the best result of the PPP project’s renegotiation. When the area of M1
increases, the system’s final evolutionary stable strategy tends to opportunism, and termination of
the project, and when M2 increases, the system’s evolutionary stable strategy tends to
non-opportunism, and maintaining the project. According to Equation (10), the influence of each
parameter on the evolutionary path of scenario 8 is analyzed, and the influence of these related
parameters on M1 and M2 is shown in Table 6.
Table 6. The impact of the parameter changes on the system evolution result.

Parameter
M1

ΔS ↑

S1 ↑

S2 ↑

K1 ↑

K2 ↑

αU ↑

θN ↑

R1 ↑

R2 ↑

ΔR ↑

↑

↓

↓

↑

↓

↑

↓

↓

↑

↑
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↓
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↑

↑
1

↓

↑

↓

↑

↑

↓

↓1

↑ means increase, ↓ means decrease.

•

When other parameters remain unchanged, M1 is positively correlated with ΔS and ΔR . It
means that the higher the risk of future renegotiation is estimated by the government and the
higher the excess profits obtained by investors’ opportunism, the higher the probability of the
system reaching a stable strategy (opportunism, terminate the project).

•

M1 is negatively correlated with S1 and S2 . It means that whether the investors have an
opportunism tendency or not, the higher the social benefits generated when investors receive
subsidies to maintain the project, the higher the probability of the system reaching a stable
strategy (non-opportunism, maintain the project).

•

M1 is positively correlated with K1 , which means that when renegotiation occurs, the higher the
unrecovered cost is in the case of non-opportunism, the more likely investors are to adopt
opportunistic behavior, and the higher the probability of system stability strategy reaching
opportunism, and terminating the project. M2 is positively correlated with K2 , which means that
the higher the unrecovered cost is in the case of opportunism, the higher the probability that the
system stability strategy will reach non-opportunism, and maintaining the project.

•

M1 is positively correlated with the subsidy cost αU , while M2 is positively correlated with
buyback cost θN . The higher the total cost of government departments due to subsidies, the
higher the probability that the system’s evolutionary stability strategy will be opportunism, and
terminating the project. Similarly, the higher the buyback cost, the higher the probability of
non-opportunism, and maintaining the project.

•

M1 and R2 are positively correlated. In the case of opportunism, the higher the future income of
the project, the more likely investors are to adopt opportunism, the higher the probability of
opportunism, and terminating the project. Similarly, M2 and R1 are positively correlated. The
higher the future income of the project under the condition of non-opportunism, the higher the
probability of non-opportunism, and maintaining the project.

In summary, the initial strategy selection of the government and investors will affect the final
evolutionary stable strategy of the system, and the parameters such as future project income,
subsidy cost, buyback cost, unrecovered cost of investors, speculative net benefit and so on, all affect
the initial strategy selection. In the following, the effects of various factors will be graphically
demonstrated through numerical simulation.
6. Numerical Simulation
Based on the above analysis of game model results, in order to more intuitively show the impact
of initial strategy selection and the changes of different parameters on the renegotiation results, this
paper used the Python program to conduct simulation analysis on the evolutionary game and
observe the changes of the evolutionary results.
The appropriate functions are called in the Python program to acquire evolutionary paths of
dynamic behaviors over time. Original values should be set before the numerical simulation, and the
combined strategies are defined as ( x0 , y 0 ), wherein 0 ≤ x0 , y0 ≤ 1 . In the evolutionary game, the
values of x0 and y 0 represent the initial probability of choosing a strategy. After setting the initial
value of the strategy selection, we can observe the evolution path with time through the change of
other parameters.
6.1. The Impact of Initial Strategy Selection on Evolutionary Results
Based on the analysis of the scenario 8, the evolution of the different initial strategies may lead
to different results. Therefore, this section observes the change of system evolutionary stable
strategy by changing the probability of strategy selection, and with other parameters remain
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unchanged. Parameters are set according to the constraint conditions of scenario 8, as shown in
Table 7.
Table 7. The parameter values.
R1

R2

S1

S2

ΔR

ΔS

U

α

N

θ

K1

K2

20
12
10
8
6
5
10
1.8
10
1.3
10
14
In order to further illustrate their impacts on replication dynamic systems, we divide the initial
probabilities into two groups. Initial probabilities indicate that the government’s and investors’
initial willingness [49], e.g., the high value of x0 indicates that investors’ initial opportunism and
willingness are high, and cooperation willingness are low.
•

As shown in Figure 4a, when other parameters remain unchanged, x0 = 0.5 remains
unchanged, and y 0 increases successively from 0.1 to 0.9. From y0 = 0.3 , the ESS of the system
changes from (0,0) to (1,1). Similarly, when x0 = 0.6 is fixed in Figure 4b, the value of y 0 is
successively increased from 0.1 to 0.9. When y0 = 0.2 , the ESS changes to (1,1). Moreover, with
the increase of y 0 , the evolution speed of the system is also accelerating. We can find that when
the initial probability of the government ( y 0 ) is high, it will stabilize at state 1; on the contrary,
when the initial probability of it is low, it will stabilize at state 0. From Figures 4a and 4b, when
the initial probability of investors ( x0 ) increases, the system will stabilize at (1,1) more quickly.

•

As shown in Figure 5a, when y0 = 0.4 is fixed, x0 increases from 0.1 to 0.9 successively. When
x0 = 0.4 , the evolutionary stable strategy of the system changes from (0,0) to (1,1). When
y0 = 0.5 is fixed in Figure 5b, x0 increases from 0.1 to 0.9, and when x0 = 0.3 , the ESS of the

system is changed to (1,1). With the increase of x0 , the evolution speed of the system is also
accelerating. Similarly, it is clear that when the initial probability of investors ( x0 ) is high, it will
stabilize at state 1; on the contrary, when the initial probability of it is low, it will stabilize at
state 0. Comparing Figures 5a with 5b, when the initial probability of the government ( y 0 )
increases, the system will stabilize at (1,1) more quickly.
From the above analysis, we can find that the initial probabilities will affect the overall
replicated dynamic system and the final state in the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of scenario 8.
In summary, when the initial probabilities of the government and investors are high, they will
stabilize at state 1; on the contrary, when the initial probabilities of them are low, they will stabilize
at state 0. Moreover, both the increase in the probability of government’s maintaining projects and
the increase in the probability of investors’ non-opportunism will accelerate the evolution of the
system to the stable strategy (1,1), which shows that the behavioral decision-making on
renegotiation between the government and investors is mutually influenced.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 4. The impact of changes in y 0 on the evolutionary result. (a) x0 = 0.5, wherein y 0 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,

0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9; (b) x0 = 0.6, wherein y 0 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The impact of changes in x0 on the evolutionary result. (a) y 0 = 0.4, wherein x0 = 0.1, 0.2,

0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9; (b) y 0 = 0.5, wherein x0 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9.

6.2. The Impact of Parameters on Evolutionary Results
6.2.1. The Impact of Parameters on Investors’ Strategy Selection
In practice, the termination of PPP project is usually defined as the failure of the project, and the
government needs to pay for the failure of the project. As a result, the government is more inclined
to maintain the project with investors without obvious fault in the renegotiation. Therefore, when
the constraint condition −αU + S2 − ΔS < −θN < −αU + S1 is satisfied, this section mainly analyzes
the influence of changes in essential parameters on investors’ strategy selection. The starting point
was assigned the value of (0.5, 0.5).
With other parameters being constant, we discuss the impact of parameter ΔR = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ,
respectively, on the evolutionary results of the investors’ strategy. As shown in Figure 6, with the
increase of ΔR , the trend of investors’ non-opportunism is slowing down. In particular, when
Δ R = 7 , the evolutionary trend in the figure was observed. For a short time after the start, the value
of x decreases and is below the initial value of 0.5. However, as the system evolution process
continues, investors may be influenced by other factors, but still choose not to take opportunistic
behaviors. Besides, when ΔR is high enough, such as ΔR = 8 , investors’ ultimate evolutionary
strategy is opportunism.
According to the analysis of parameter ΔR , it can be found that the higher ΔR is, the higher the
probability of investors taking opportunism will be. If the government lacks the mechanism of
screening and punishing investors, the probability of investors obtaining high speculative net
benefits becomes greater [31]. If measures to deal with opportunism are increased during the
formulation of contract terms in the initial stage of the project or the adjustment of contract terms in
the renegotiation, corresponding opportunism cost of investors will be increased. In the case of the
low value of ΔR , investors will spontaneously, reasonably, and effectively participate in the project.
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Figure 6. The impact of ΔR on the evolutionary results.

The impact of unrecovered cost under opportunism ( K2 ) on the evolutionary results is
discussed as follows. In the case of non-opportunism, the unrecovered cost K1 is equal to 10, the
value of K2 is chosen to fluctuate around 10. As shown in Figure 7, with the increase of K2 ,
investors’ strategic choice gradually changes from x = 0 to x = 1 , that is, from opportunism to
non-opportunism, and the evolution speed gradually increases.

Figure 7. The impact of K 2 on the evolutionary results.

As the private information of investors, the unrecovered cost cannot be fully grasped by the
government. Based on the analysis of parameters, the following conclusions can be drawn. As K2
increases, the probability of investors taking opportunism decreases. K2 , which represents the
unrecovered cost of investors in the opportunistic situation, may be influenced by the efficiency
level of investors themselves. As different types of investors have different financial information, if
the income of the project is defined, the higher the cost coefficient is, the smaller the net benefit will
be. Going back to the bidding stage of the project, if the investors win the bid at a low price in order
to get the concession successfully, it means that they have given up part of the income and increased
the cost of participation in the project [24]. Therefore, the influence factors can be summed up in the
type of investors. The government should put forward higher requirements about the quality of the
project, so as to reduce the probability of inappropriate investors to participate in projects. Even if
such investors take opportunism behavior seeking extra income, it is hard to achieve the desired
income level so that they will rely on renegotiations for subsidies.
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The impact of future benefits of the project ( R1 ) on the evolutionary results is discussed. As
shown in Figure 8, with the increase of R1 , investors’ strategy evolves from x = 0 to x = 1 , that is,
from opportunism to non-opportunism, and the larger the value of R1 is, the faster the evolution
speed of reaching x = 1 .
R1 represents the future benefits of the project created by maintaining the project in the case of
non-opportunism. Therefore, the larger the value of R1 is, the less the probability of investors
adopting opportunism is. If the government and investors maintain a good cooperative relationship
in PPP projects, for example, the government implements a reasonable incentive mechanism [46],
and investors actively participate in the project, the PPP projects could create additional cooperative
benefits, achieve a win-win effect, and the system will evolve into the optimal strategy
(non-opportunism, maintain the project).

Figure 8. The impact of R1 on the evolutionary results.

6.2.2. The Impact of Parameters on the Government’s Strategy Selection
According to the above discussion, the government’s strategy selection is based on the income
of buyback and subsidy. Therefore, the fixed boundary condition K 2 − K1 < ΔR < R1 − R2 remains
unchanged, that is, the return of reasonable operation project is the highest for investors. On this
basis, the impact of changes in essential parameters on the government's strategy selection is
analyzed.
The influence of S1 on the evolution results is discussed with other parameters fixed. As shown
in Figure 9, as S1 continues to grow, the government’s strategic choice changes from y = 0 to
y = 1. As S1 represents the future social benefits of the project under investors’ non-opportunism,

corresponding to the analysis of R1 , if both parties participate in the project reasonably and
effectively, more excellent cooperation benefits will be created, and maintaining the project is the
best choice for both the government and investors.
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Figure 9. The impact of S1 on the evolutionary results.

Subsequently, the influence of subsidy and buyback costs on the government’s strategic
selection are discussed. We let both cost coefficients be 1.3 in this section ( α = 1.3 , θ = 1.3 ), and the
subsidy U and repurchase amount N directly represent the two types of costs.
First, let N = 10 remain unchanged, and the value of U fluctuates around 10. As can be seen
from Figure 10, although the evolution result of the government’s strategy keeps y = 1 unchanged,
the evolution speed slows down gradually as U increases. It can be concluded that considering the
future benefits of the project, the government is more inclined to save the project, but with the
increase of subsidy, the evolutionary rate of choosing to maintain the project is slowed.

Figure 10. The impact of U on the evolutionary results.

Accordingly, the influence of parameter N is analyzed, as shown in Figure 11. Fixed U = 10
remains unchanged, and with the increase of N , the rate of evolution toward y = 1 is increasing.
The evolutionary trend of Figure 10 and Figure 11 is completely opposite, that is, as the cost of
buyback increases, the evolutionary rate of choosing to maintain the project increases gradually.
The government’s risk and loss estimates for subsequent renegotiations are expressed in ΔS .
When ΔS continues to grow from 0, the evolution trend is shown in Figure 12, and the evolution
curves almost coincide. Similar to the evolution curves of parameter U , the evolution speed to
y = 1 gradually decreases with the increase of ΔS . ΔS represents the tolerance of the government to
the opportunism of investors, although the change of ΔS has little influence on the overall
evolution trend from the figure, frequent opportunistic renegotiation will make ΔS continuously
increase. Finally, the possibility of the government to maintain the project is decreasing.
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For the government, if the future development of the project is optimistic, then generous
subsidies and control of opportunism will maximize the return of all parties in the PPP projects.
However, if the return of saving the project is not significant, or even less than the return of buyback,
then the unconditional subsidy will harm the sustainable development and violate the efficiency
goal advocated by PPP mode. Therefore, the rational decision-making of the government in the
renegotiation is the key to the success of PPP projects.

Figure 11. The impact of N on the evolutionary results.

Figure 12. The impact of ΔS on the evolutionary results.

7. Discussion
In this paper, we develop the renegotiation strategy selection model under asymmetric
information. In addition to analyzing the results of evolutionary game, we also verified the
evolutionary results through detailed numerical simulations. Through the simulation of boundary
conditions and important parameters, we successfully simulated various scenarios of renegotiation
to find the optimal strategy in different scenarios, and accurately captured the interactive behavior
of strategies selection between the government and investors. Based on the characteristics of
evolutionary game, we considered bounded rationality and asymmetric information, and the
renegotiation situation in various scenarios would be closer to the reality.
•

According to Section 5, we could find that the evolutionary results was intuitively divided into
two categories: one reaches a pure Nash equilibrium with one equilibrium point, and the other
reaches a mixed Nash equilibrium with two equilibrium points. Firstly, the strategy selection of
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the government is based on −θN , −αU + S2 − ΔS and −αU + S1 , and the strategy selection of
investors is based on ΔR , R1 − R2 , and K 2 − K1 . Then, when the system reaches the
evolutionary stable strategy E4(1,1), maintaining the project with original investors is the best
result for the government, while investors will not take opportunistic behaviors due to the low
speculative net income; when the system stabilizes at E1(0,0), owing to the opportunistic
behavior of investors, the government loses confidence in the project, and chooses to terminate
the project; when the system stabilizes at E3(0,1) in scenario 3, it is shown that the government
has tolerated opportunistic behavior of investors because of the high cost of buyback; when the
evolutionary stable strategy is E2(1,0) in scenario 4, we could speculate that the project has
fallen into significant difficulties, and it is unworthy to continue maintaining the project.
•

In section 6.1, based on the numerical simulation of the evolution path, it reveals that the initial
probabilities will affect the final stable state directly in the scenario 8. Due to the different initial
strategic preferences of the government and investors in the renegotiation, it is more helpful to
access the real results by simulating randomly. Under the constraint condition
K2 − K1 < ΔR < R1 − R2 and −αU + S2 − ΔS < −θN < −αU + S1 , when the initial probabilities of the
government and investors are high, they will stabilize at state 1, which is the point E4(1,1).
When the initial probabilities of the government and investors are low, they will stabilize at
state 0, which is the point E1(0,0). It means that when other parameters remain unchanged, the
preference of the strategy selection at the beginning of the negotiation will affect the final
evolution results, besides, the behavioral decision-making between the government and
investors is mutually influenced.

•

In section 6.2.1, we explored the influences of significant parameters on investors’ strategy
selection, where some significant findings could be acquired according to the simulation results
as shown in Figures 6–8. Firstly, it can be found that the higher speculative net benefits are, the
higher the probability of investors taking opportunism will be. In this regard, the government
would lack the mechanism of screening and punishing investors, and driven by high returns,
investors would take opportunistic behaviors. Secondly, as K2 increases, the probability of
investors taking opportunism decreases. If the speculative costs are high, the cost unrecovered
of investors is high, and the probability of opportunism would be reduced. For these error
investors, it is hard to achieve the desired income so that they would rely on subsidies. Lastly, if
the government and investors maintain a good cooperative relationship in PPP projects, the
high returns generated by the project would prevent investors from taking opportunistic
behavior.

•

In section 6.2.2, we also explored the influences of significant parameters on the government’s
strategy selection based on the simulation results as shown in Figures 9–12. First of all, we
found that when the future social benefits of the project under non-opportunism increased, the
government will no doubt choose to maintain the project. Then, according to Figure 10,
considering the future benefits of the project, the government is more inclined to save the
project, but with the increase of subsidy, the evolutionary rate of choosing to maintain the
project was slowed. On the contrary, with the cost of buyback increases, the evolutionary rate of
choosing to maintain the project was increased gradually as shown in Figure 11. Subsequently,
frequent opportunistic renegotiation will make risk continuously increase and thus the
evolutionary rate of choosing to maintain the project was slowed.

•

In general, by exploring the influences of special parameters, some significant influential factors
in real renegotiation cases could be acquired. Firstly, combined with the analysis in sections
6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we can find that cooperation benefits are very favorable to PPP projects. Hence,
the government and investors should devote more time and attention to the preliminary phase
of the project to build a good relationship, and the corresponding incentives would make the
investors abandon opportunism spontaneously to achieve a win-win result. In addition,
exploring solutions to create value in renegotiation would also increase the payoffs for both
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partners. Secondly, the initial probability of the government’s strategy, to some extent, reflects
the acceptance of the termination of PPP projects. If there was a sound social capital withdrawal
mechanism, the government would not blindly subsidize the project in distress. Meanwhile, it
would be advisable for both partners to recognize the possibility of renegotiation and
early-termination at the start and establish a clear framework in contracts to facilitate the
processes. Thirdly, the government should focus more on the screening mechanism of the
investors in the retender, avoiding inefficient investors from participating in the project. This is
an issue that has to be addressed in the tender, since the ex-ante inefficiency would lead to the
ex-post inefficiency (as analyzed in section 6.2.1). Another problem is to avoid frequent
renegotiations, and some necessary contract terms would prevent frivolous demands while
opening a channel for reasonable and serious ones [15].
8. Conclusion
Concentrating on the renegotiation of PPP projects, this research established the return matrix
of the government and investors with different strategies and analyzed the evolutionary-stable
strategy of the system. Besides, the rationality of maintaining the project and the influence of
investors’ opportunism on the renegotiation results are studied as well. Moreover, the internal
mechanism of mutual influence between the two players’ strategy selection are discussed. The
results showed the evolutionary path and evolutionary stability strategy in different situations.
Based on the in-depth analysis of the boundary conditions of various situations, the key factors
influencing the selection of strategies of both parties are obtained. In order to visually show the
results, this paper carried out evolutionary simulation on the initial strategies of players, proving
that the strategies selection of the government and investors affect each other, and further carried
out numerical simulation on critical parameters.
•

Based on the analysis of evolutionary paths and the ESS, non-opportunism and maintaining the
project is the optimal strategy combinations for the government and investors. However, when
the project is in great trouble, or the opportunistic behavior of investors has caused great
damage to the project, it is useless to continue the subsidy, and the termination of the project is
one way to stop the loss in time. Moreover, the effective control of opportunism is an important
issue to be solved after the adoption of subsidies.

•

Whether investors adopt opportunistic behavior depends on the speculative net benefit and the
financial situation of investors. Additionally, the higher the expected benefit created by
reasonable participation in the project, the lower the probability of investors adopting
opportunism, and the higher the probability of achieving the strategy (i.e., non-opportunism,
maintain the project).

•

The government’s decision-making mainly depends on the subsidy cost and the buyback cost.
Similarly, if the project is expected to develop well in the future, the government will be
supported to make the decision to maintain the project.

Based on the above analysis on avoiding excessive subsidies and restraining investors’
opportunism, this paper can provide some management enlightenment for the government and
regulatory authorities to promote the sustainable development of PPP projects.
•

For the government, when accepting subsidy applications from investors, the priority is to
make sure that it is worthwhile to maintain the project, and second, to ensure that the amount
of subsidy does not create a substantial financial burden. Otherwise, subsidies are not the
optimal strategy at this point. Although the early termination is still regarded as a significant
failure of the project, as a possible result of renegotiation, a reasonable ex-post treatment
mechanism, such as the withdrawal mechanism of social capital, needs to be developed. The
rational withdrawal path of social capital is a further supplement to the sustainability of PPPs.
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On the other hand, it is also an effective measure to encourage investors to participate in PPP
projects actively.
•

The cooperation benefits of PPP projects should be more emphasized. In the process of PPP
projects, investors are dominated by their interests. Therefore, corresponding incentive
measures will promote investors to participate in projects spontaneously and actively. When
the return in the case of non-opportunism is higher than that of opportunism, the possibility of
investors’ speculative behavior will be reduced. Additional transaction costs will be incurred in
renegotiation, however, if the current problems can be effectively resolved through
renegotiation and the parties’ understanding can be deepened, it will be conducive to the
development of future cooperation. Besides, this is also the meaning and value of setting up
renegotiation.

•

The screening and supervision mechanism of investors should be set. According to the analysis
of the ESS and essential parameters, if the government lacks the judging and screening
mechanism for investors at the initial stage of the project, or investors cannot afford the
construction and operation of PPP projects, it will increase the risk of excessive government
subsidies and future frequent negotiations. At the same time, investors’ opportunistic behavior
may damage the overall benefits of the project in the cooperation; the government, therefore,
needs to exercise its regulatory function [50,51] and increase investors’ opportunistic cost
through punitive measures to restrain opportunistic behavior.

In this paper, evolutionary game theory was applied to the renegotiation of PPP projects. By
studying the evolution mechanism of both parties’ behavior decisions, the key factors influencing
whether the project will continue were obtained. Theoretically, we explained the different results of
renegotiation in detail, including the impact of investors’ opportunism on the project and the basis
of government decision-making. In a practical sense, this paper carried out a numerical simulation
on critical parameters to provide useful suggestions for restraining opportunistic behavior of
investors and rational decision-making of the government, so as to promote further improvement
and sustainable development of PPP projects.
There are still some limitations in this study that need to be further improved in the future. First
of all, the results of this research are mainly based on simulation. We observed the selection of
renegotiation strategy under different scenarios, and analyzed the influence of different parameters
on strategy selection. Therefore, we will select a scenario and extensively collect renegotiation case
data to expand further research. Secondly, this paper selects two critical stakeholders in
renegotiation, i.e., government and investors, as the research objects; hence, how to construct a
multiple evolutionary game model and analyze the influence of multi-party behavioral decisions is
another important research direction. Finally, this paper provides relevant suggestions for the
sustainable development of PPP projects from the direction of restraining investors’ opportunism
and avoiding excessive subsidies, so as to have a deeper understanding of premature termination of
projects. Thus, a direct extension is to study the exit path of social capital after the early termination
of PPP projects, which will make a further contribution to the sustainability of PPP projects.
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